LET THE
AFTERNOON TEA
BEGIN
LEMON & BLUEBERRY SCONES
Clotted Cream, Lemon Curd.

SAVOURY
LAMBAY ISLAND CRAB CROSTINI

Bombay Sapphire Gin, Lemongrass, Radish, Cilantro,
Grains of Paradise.

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE EAST MACAROONS
Bombay Sapphire East Gin, Coriander,
Pink Peppercorn Cured Organic Irish Salmon.

PICK ME UP TOASTI

Duck Liver Mousse, Ginger Crumb.

CUCUMBER, BARREL
AGED FETA CANAPÉ

Basil Pesto, Sundried Tomato,
“Espelette” Pepper.

SWEET TREATS
STAR OF BOMBAY VERRINE

Bombay Sapphire Gin, Creamy Coconut, Liquid Raspberry
Passion Fruit Mousse Manjari Chocolate.

FENNEL SHORTBREAD
Mascarpone Cream, Red Fruits

GIN-SANE RASPBERRY & BASIL SORBET
CINNAMON CANELÉ
Rosewater Syrup

BOMBAY GIN & TONIC
INFUSED ECUADOREAN CHOCOLATE BAR

Food Allergies or Intolerances
If you are allergic to any food products,
please advise a member of the service team.
Information about ingredients is available on request.

DRINKS
All €9.95

Bombay Sapphire Blue Edition

A classic gin and tonic is brought to life with the addition of Bombay
Sapphires blue geranium paint. Slowly but surely this will change the
flavour of your gin and tonic.

English Estate Strawberries & Cream Tonic

This drink incorporates the new limited edition Bombay “English Estate”
gin with the classic flavours of afternoon tea treats, strawberries and cream.
This is a playful take on a gin and tonic, and highlights the fresh floral note
and creaminess of the Bombay Sapphire English Estate.

Bombay Sapphire East with Yuzu & Ginger

This is something for those who like a little spice in their life. This cocktail
is inspired by the flavours of South East Asia and incorporates Bombay
Sapphire “East” gin with zesty yuzu and zingy ginger beer.

Ronnefeldt infusion

This cocktail lets you have it your own way, a delicious and refreshing base
of Bombay Sapphire Gin, Lemon Cordial, Soda Water infused with your
choice of luxury tea.
Choose from the Ronnefeldt Tea selection: Sweet berries, Refreshing mint,
Earl Grey, Ginger & Ayurveda, Peach & Pear, Mango & Citrus.
Additional tea flavours available.

Signature surprise cocktail

Our Signature Cocktail is made with Bombay English Estate Gin, infused
in a glass teapot with Butterfly Pea Tea - watch the magic transformation
happen as you add the final ingredient!

CHOOSE YOUR CHAMPAGNE EXPERIENCE
Veuve Clicquot Brut NV

Glass

€12.50

€49.95

€15.00

€75.00

Our signature champagne since 1772,
Yellow Label Brut showcases the fine art of blending.

Veuve Clicquot Rosé NV
The first blended Rosé champagne,
created by Madame Clicquot in 1818

Bottle

RONNEFELDT
TEA SELECTION
DARJEELING SUMMER GOLD
AN INDIAN BLACK TEA

This outstanding summer plucking has a flowery elegance
and a deliciously well-balanced aroma.

IRISH BREAKFAST TEA
INDIAN ASSAM BLACK TEA

Selection of teas from Assam and Indonesia impart the deliciously
intensive aroma of this classic tea.

IRISH AFTERNOON GOLD

One of the few orthodox teas from Africa, a beguiling green oolong
with a seductive taste mild and smooth with fruity floral nuances.
It’s subtle sweetness and freshness reminds of a Darjeeling and
Highgrown Ceylon teas.

SPLENDID EARL GREY DARJEELING

The fresh citrus fragrance of bergamot is combined with a strong
and dark tea which nevertheless retains it’s typical flowery and
delicate Darjeeling character.

YUNNAN BLACK MAO FENG

The tea’s flavour has a pronounced honey note and is
sweet and malty with a breath of cocoa and caramel,
with the typical Chinese smoky nuances –
sheer delicacy and harmony in the cup.

RONNEFELDT
TEA SELECTION
IRISH WHISKEY CREAM
IRISH MALT

The malty Assam tea effuses a flamboyant fragrance
of Whiskey with a breath of cocoa.

GINGER ORANGE CHAI

A spicemix full of flavour with a touch of Ginger and
Orange Ingredients: black tea Assam, Ginger, Clove, Orange
Peel, Cinamon, pepper cardamom, Chicory root flavouring.

FINEST SHIZUOKA SENCHA
JAPAN SPRING

A typical Japanese tea with a fresh, mildly grassy flavour.

GREEN DRAGON

A premium tea with a flowery elegance and luscious
fragrance. Delicate leaf buds picked by hand make for a rare,
mildly tart and refreshing tea.

JASMINE PEARLS

Fresh jasmine petals make this smooth tea more delicious and
perfectly harmonic. The leaves of this rare speciality tea from
China are picked by hand and rolled into small balls without
breaking the veins. Freshly plucked jasmine lends the tea its
unusual and delicately flowery bouquet.

RONNEFELDT
TEA SELECTION
SUPERIOR GYOKURO
CHINA SPRING

Harvested only once a year, this unbelievably fine, premium quality
tea has a subtle and mildly sweet aroma.

MORGENTAU CHINA SUMMER

Flavoured green tea with Mango and citrus flavour.
A fascinating tea composition with Sencha, flower petals and the
subtle fruity flavour of mango and lemon.

MAE SALONG OOLONG

A beguiling taste – initially mild and soft, followed by
fruity-flowery nuances with light sweetness.

WHITE YUNNAN SILVER TIPS

White tea’s name comes from the silky down surrounding the
buds. Especially gentle processing lends white tea it’s exclusive
note. Withered in the sun, this handcrafted, white-leafed tea
has a delicately flowery, sweet aroma.

FRUITS OF PARADISE

Flavoured herbal infusion. Ingredients: jackfruit, honeybush,
pineapple pieces, mango pieces, papaya pieces,
black currant leaves, sunflowers.

RONNEFELDT
TEA SELECTION
RED FRUIT

Flavoured fruit infusion with raspberry, strawberries and a
hint of hibiscus & rose petals.

AYURVEDA HERBS & GINGER

Wellness Collection – Ayurveda Inner Warmth
A perfectly balanced herbal blend to activate all the senses.
Ingredients: Ginger , Lemon grass and verbena, camomile flowers,
liquorice root and sweet black berry leaves.

STRAWBERRIES & CREAM

Flavoured herbal infusion with strawberries and cream
flavour. Green Rooibos from the Cape, blended with pieces of
strawberry and a delicate cream note.
Ingredients: green rooibos, flavourings, strawberry pieces.

STAY IN BALANCE

Take time out from everyday life. Indulging moments with a
delicate note of chocolate and sweet lavender. Ingredients:
date pieces, fenugreek seeds, cocoa peel, cinnamon pieces,
lemon verbena, elderberry blossoms, coconut husks, sage leaves,
blackberry leaves, lavender blossoms.

SWEET NANA
(MOROCCAN MINT) HERBAL INFUSION
The Nana is a big leafed aromatic
mint from Morocco:
refreshingly sweet & indulgently aromatic.

OUR INSPIRATION FOR

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE
AFTERNOON TEA
AT THE RESTAURANT BY JOHNNIE COOKE
AT BROWN THOMAS DUBLIN

“The expression of creativity makes us human but we learn
to suppress it. Stir Creativity is Bombay Sapphire’s call to
arms for everyone to engage with their inner artist and
unlock their creative potential.
Bombay Sapphire gin is the perfect canvas for creativity –
its versatility and balanced flavour profile allows for endless
opportunities in cocktail making. Bombay Sapphire gin
contains 10 hand-selected botanicals from exotic locations
around the world, which are then gently vapour infused to
capture their bright, vibrant flavours. Our mixologist has
created a number of unique Bombay Sapphire serves to pair
perfectly with our afternoon tea”
- JOHNNIE COOKE -

